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Call for Papers 
Fourth Workshop on 
Theorem Proving with Analytic 
Tableaux and Related Methods, 
\ May 7-10 1995 
+ SchloD-Hotel, Castle “Rheinfels”, St. Goar am Rhein, Germany 
This workshop is a continuation of workshops on the same topic held in Lautenbach near Karlsruhe 
(1992) Marseille (1993), and Abingdon near Oxford (1994). Each had a wide international participa- 
tion. 
Topics of interest 
In view of the increased interest in tableaux-based theorem proving, the workship intends to bring 
together researchers interested in the mechanisation of reasoning with tableaux and related systems. 
Included (but not exclusively) will be: analytic tableaux, model elimination, connection method, and 
sequent calculi. 
The workshop has a dual focus, bringing together researchers developing tableaux-like calculi for 
classical and non-classical logics and researchers involved in the practical implementation 
tableaux-like calculi. Hence, the focus will be on both theoretical work and the presentation 
implementation techniques and related practical experience. 
of 
of 
Submission of papers 
Authors are invited to submit papers in one of the following categories: 
1. Original research papers of at most 15 pages; 
2. Position papers or work in progress, not necessarily original, with up to 5 pages. 
All submissions must be in English. Authors should send four copies, preferably in LATEX llncs style. 
Electronic or fax submissions will not be accepted. Deadline for submissions is 22 November 1994. All 
submitted papers will be refereed. Notification of acceptance will be given mid-February 1995. The 
conference language is English. 
Proceedings 
It is intended to publish the conference proceedings within the Springer LNAI series. All accepted 
papers from category 1 will be included. 
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Conference site 
Call for Papers 
The conference will be held in Germany at the Schlo&Hotel Rheinfels in St. Goar, a small town 
founded in 1264 near the Loreley in the scenic Rhine valley. The hotel is attached to the castle 
Rheinfels, which was built in the 16th century protecting the town of St. Goar. 
Transport 
St. Goar can be easily reached by train. The journey from Frankfurt International Airport takes 
about 90 minutes and trains run every hour. 
Invited speakers 
Wolfgang Bibel, Technische Universittit Darmstadt, Germany (tentative), 
Ricardo Caferra, LIFIA-IMAG, Grenoble, France (confirmed). 
Program committee 
Peter Baumgartner, Univ. of Koblenz, Germany 
Marcello D’Agostino, Imperial College London, 
Graham Wrightson, Univ. of Newcastle, Aus- 
tralia 
UK 
Ulrich Furbach, Univ. of Koblenz, Germany 
Rajeev Gor&, Australian National University, 
Australia 
Reiner Hahnle, Univ. of Karlsruhe, Germany 
Rob Johnson, Manchester Metrop. Univ., UK 
Reinhold Letz, Technical Univ. of Munich, Ger- 
many 
Ugo Moscato, Univ. of Milano, Italy 
Peter Schmitt, Univ. of Karlsruhe, Germany 
Krysia Broda, Imperial College London, UK 
Melvin Fitting, CUNY, New York City, USA 
Dov Gabbay, Imperial College London, UK 
Jean Goubault, Bull Research Paris, France 
Ryuzo Hasegawa, ICOT, Tokyo, Japan 
Thomas KBufl, Univ. of Karlsruhe, Germany 
Neil Murray, SUNY at Albany, USA 
Joachim Posegga, Univ. of Karlsruhe, Germany 
Camilla Schwind, LIM-CNRS, Univ. of Mar- 
seille, France 
Organising committee 
Peter Baumgartner, Univ. of Koblenz, Germany 
Reiner Hghnle, Univ. of Karlsruhe, Germany 
Ulrich Furbach, Univ. of Koblenz, Germany 
Joachim Posegga, Univ. of Karlsruhe, Germany 
Workshop addresses 
Submissions, conference details: Local arrangements: 
Reiner HBhnle 
lnstitut fiir Logik, KomplexitHt 
und Deduktionssysteme 
UniversitHt Karlsruhe 
76128 Karlsruhe, Germany 
Fax: + 49 721608 4329 
Phone: + 49 721608 4329 
E-mail: reiner@ira.uka.de 
Ulrich Furbach 
Computer Science Institute 
University of Koblenz 
Rheinau 1 
56075 Koblenz, Germany 
Fax: + 492619119433 
Phone: +492619119499 
E-mail: uli@ informatik.uni-koblenz.de 
You can find this Call for Papers along with the latest information regarding Tableau-95 in 
the World Wide Web under http://www.uni-koblenz.de/-peter/TableauWorkshop95/ 
index.html or via anonymous ftp from sonja.ira.uka.de:pub/haehnle/tab95/cfp.tex. 
